
MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES vs Pennant Hills Demons White 
ROUND 3.  2/5/2021 
Ern Holmes Oval 
 
Another sunny morning greeted the Eagles at Ern Holmes Oval when we welcomed three debutants Angus, Maxim 
and Ben. The Demons started off the better side and were soon up by ten points. Lachie, Finn and Hamish did a lot of 
good work in defence, but a couple of bad bounces fell the Demons way allowing them to score. Andrew, Tristan, 
Braden and Henry began to wrestle possession from the Demons, and we finished the quarter with a rushed behind 
after good pressure from Logan and Will up front, and by Lawrence on the goal line at full forward. 
Logan and Lachie got the Eagles going forward after making a few tackles to begin the next quarter. Angus’ first ever 
kick found Hamish who took the mark on the left wing. The ball ended with Ewen up front who scored a maximum 
with a great kick from distance. This was quickly followed by another goal kicked from way out by Andrew. The huge 
kicks gave the Eagles a narrow lead going into the half time break. 
The third quarter was a tight affair with both teams trying hard to get the lead. Logan shone with great work in 
defence and midfield, showing good ground skills, running and kicking. Maxim, Ben and Angus were all getting 
involved, Maxim finding Lawrence with a nice kick. The Demons managed to kick a goal to lead 17-13 with a quarter 
left. 
In each quarter the Eagles loaned two players to the Demons. Maxim and Angus swapped sides for the last period. 
Finn and Lachie remained strong in defence until Lachie left the action after getting a knock to his neck. Andrew 
continued his fine form in midfield, ably helped by Jonathan, Will and Austin. It was Maxim who opened the scoring 
with a fine goal, sadly for the Demons. Will scored a behind just before the end of the match, which finished with 
Braden taking a nice mark. 
Another improved performance this weekend. The coaches noted that skills learned on the Thursday sessions are 
beginning to be replicated on match day. All the team contributed, even when they swapped sides! There’s more 
improvement to come and plenty to look forward to. 
 
Goals: Ewen and Andrew 
Player of the match: Logan Bilbe – excellent in all aspects of the game. Got plenty of possessions and made a lot of 
tackles. 
Report by Steve Barton. 


